A Lifetime Nature Walk: Always a Babe in the Woods

This book is a collection of essays and anecdotes about 19 animals, 18 birds, 15 fish,
10 reptiles, 31 insects, 39 plants, 17 trees, and 6 other subjects encountered in nature
by the author, mostly in the region from West Virginia to Vermont. Hopefully, it
lends personality to these subjects and leaves the reader with a sense of the changing
view of our natural world during the 20th century. It is not encyclopedic, being
limited to things the author has had experience with. On the other hand, it contains
many off-beat details not to be found in other references.Among stone-age peoples,
one of the important duties the hunter had to fulfill when he returned home was to
tell the other members of his tribe where he had been, what he had seen, and what
he had done. That is what the author attempts to do in this book.
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